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Introduction 
It is usually assumed that human resource managers have the role 
of convincing top management about the importance of considering 
employees as the best asset in any given organisation. Actually, it 
is often claimed that Malta's most critical resource is its people. 
Accordingly, it is said that employees need to be nurtured and 
assisted to develop their full potential to enable Malta to succeed 
in a competitive world economy. 
But how much of this investment in the development of people 
is actually happening in the declining and increasingly threatened 
local clothing and textile industry? Does the agenda of human 
resource management to involve trade unions in a more direct 
manner in the management of the employment relationship 
compromise the unions' power of independent action and thus 
subvert their effectiveness as an opposition? Does the theory and 
practice of human resource management regard trade unionists to 
be functional adjuncts to personnel management? Are trade union 
officials expected to be "managers of discontent" at a time when 
Maltese capitalism is restructuring itself through the extension of 
liberalisation, a more flexible organisation of work, and 
downsizing? These critical issues need to be put back on the 
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agenda of industrial relations theory if we want to safeguard the 
distinctiveness of industrial relations as a field of study in its own 
right. 
Beyond this theoretical polemic with practical relevance, this 
paper sets out to explore what motivates people in their work on 
the industrial sewing machines. This study in the sociology of 
work is based on a case study in a factory whose workers are 
organised in what used to be the Textile, Garment and Leather 
Workers' Section of the General Workers' Union (GWU). 
Worker Expectations from Work 
The studies undertaken by Goldthorpe and his associates (1968) 
in Britain suggested that there are three basic "ideal-types" of 
orientations to work. These three contrasting types of orientations 
to work may be said to pertain to the affluent worker, the salaried 
employee and the traditional worker respectively. The instrumental 
orientation to work concerns affluent workers, whose primary 
meaning of work is as a means to an end. For the affluent workers, 
work is mainly seen "as means of acquiring the income necessary 
to support a valued way oflife of which work itself is not an integral 
part" (Goldthorpe et al., 1968: 38-39). Accordingly, it is argued 
that the affluent workers look at the organisation which employs 
them in a calcttlative manner. The bureaucratic orientation to work 
belongs to the salaried employees who perceive their work as a 
central life interest in so far as it provides them a career with 
"progressive economic and status advancement". For the salaried 
employees, economic rewards are not seen as payment for particular 
amounts of work done, but rather as emoluments appropriate.to a 
particular grade or a certain length of service. The solidaristic 
orientation to work pertains to traditional workers for whom work 
offers rewards that go beyond money. The traditional workers are 
those who develop a distinctive occupational culture and 
occupational community based on their common experience at 
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their workplace. Accordingly such workers find their work as a 
central life interest which impinges heavily on their life ourside 
their workplace. The occupational community constructed by the 
traditional workers allows them to satisfy their expressive and 
affective needs beyond their workplace. 
A leading analysis of the orientations to work of Maltese workers 
was undertaken by Zammit. In his earlier research, Zammit found 
that "work is spontaneously regarded as being linked to meeting 
economic needs and aspirations" (Zammit, 1984: 77). In this 
regard, he argued that, in so far as the Maltese included their 
families among their financial needs, workers in Malta had a 
different orientation to work from that held by the Western affluent 
workers. In Malta, it was observed that workers look at work as 
means of subsistence and self-reliance. In his later work, Zammit 
looks into the shifts which have taken place in respect to the 
orientations to work. He argues that the relatively higher wages 
currently available have raised expectations for a higher standard 
of living among Maltese workers. In this way, while matters 
relating to job security are taken for granted, other matters such 
as "high" remuneration are currently given more weight by Maltese 
workers. Actually, Zammit states that "the emerging orientation 
would incorporate a variety of traditional and modern values, 
possibly in a re-shuffled order of priorities" (Zammit, 1994:501). 
Accordingly, the traditional aspects of the "Maltese work ethic" 
are given a lower priority and are mainly restricted only to some 
categories of workers. 
In contemporary Malta, it is evident that the occupational 
landscape of the labour force is more or less equally divided between 
manual workers and non-manual workers. As a matter of fact, the 
data emerging from the Labour Force Survey, which is carried out 
by the National Statistics Office (NSO), indicates that the craft 
and related trades workers, plant and machine operators and 
assemblers, workers in elementary occupations, and the skilled 
agricultural and fishery workers comprise 42.2% of the labour 
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force in Malta (NSO, 2002). When it comes to non-manual 
workers, the June 2002 edition of the LFS shows that service 
workers and shop and market sales workers, clerks, technicians 
and associated staff, professionals, legislators, senior officials, 
managers and members of the Armed Forces add up to 57.8% of 
the labour force. These social indicators would suggest that trade 
unions which have traditionally depended heavily on manual 
workers for the recruitment of their rank-and-file may find 
themselves in a position in which they would be required to make 
some new strategic choices as to the diversification of their 
membership base. These reforms, which to be fair are already 
underway within the General Workers' Union (GWU), are also 
unavoidable as long as the economic sectors of wholesale and retail 
trade, transport, storage and communications, real estate, renting 
and business activities, and financial intermediation continue to 
grow. A similar call for reform, bearing in mind the signs of the 
times, was made by Baldacchino (2002) when he commented on 
the decline in trade union membership registered in the Report of 
the Registrar of Trade Unions for 2002. 
The Hypothesis and Operationalisation of Concepts 
The research problem under scrutiny in this paper departs from 
the Goldthorpe's (1968) concept of the "instrumental orientation" 
to work. It is argued that textile factory workers have an 
instrumental orientation to work. This particular orientation drives 
the workers to look at their job mainly as a means to earn money 
rather than as an activity which may enhance their self-fulfillment 
as human beings. 
The hypothesis suggested is that this instrumental orientation 
is linked to the feelings of alienation experienced by the workers 
at the shopfloor. In this tentative hypothesis the dependent variable 
is the instrumental orientation to work, whereas the independent 
variable is alienation. In this way, the instrumental orientation to 
Table 1: Main Occupation o/Total Employed Persons in June 2002 
Occupational Group Sex 
Males Females 
No % No % 
Armed Forces 1 385 1.3 - -
Legislators, senior 
officials and mana~ers 10272 10.0 2201 4.6 
Professionals 8,435 8.2 5 514 11.9 
Technicians and associated 
staff 12,261 11.9 8,083 17.6 
Clerks 8,252 8.0 9,648 20.9 
Service workers and shop 
and sales workers 12391 12.0 7652 16.6 
Skilled agricultural and 
fishery workers 2,644 2.6 - -
Craft and related trades 
workers 18,835 18.3 352 0.8 
Plant and machine operators 
and assemblers 12,250 12.0 6,664 14.5 
Elementary occupations 16,130 15.7 6,064 13.1 
Total 102,855 100 46,178 100 
Soztree: Laboztr Foree Sttrvey (NSO) 
Total 
No 
1 385 
12473 
13949 
20,344 
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work is explained in terms of alienation. An attempt to 
operationalise Marx's concept of alienation was carried out by 
Robert Blauner (1964). The latter observes that alienation has 
four facets: powerlessness, meaninglessness, isolation and self-
estrangement. Blauner's (1964) attempt to operationalise the 
concept of alienation stands on the original work ofMelvin Seeman. 
In his 1972 paper, Seeman had argued that the concept of alienation 
was explained in the literature as "a sense of the splitting assunder 
of what once was held together, the breaking of the seamless mould 
in which values, behaviour, and expectations were once cast into 
interlocking forms". This conceptualisation, he suggested, assigns 
five meanings to alienation, and thus five conceptual definitions 
are called forth: 
(1) Powerlessness- the expectation of individuals that their 
behaviour cannot determine the occurrence of outcomes or 
reinforcements they seek; 
(2) Meaninglessness- perception by individuals that their 
minimal standards for clarity in decision making are not met; 
(3) Normlessness- high expectancy that socially unapproved 
behaviours are required to achieve certain goals; 
(4) Isolation- assignment oflow reward value to goals and beliefs 
that are typically highly valued in society; and, 
(5) Self-estrangement- the degree of dependence of a given 
behaviour on anticipated future rewards that lie outside the activity 
itself. 
In this research experiment, the concepts that are operationally 
defined are those of "powerlessness" and "meaninglessness". 
• 
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The Factory as a Case Study 
The empirical research on which the arguments in this study are 
built was carried out in a medium-sized factory in 1998. Thus 
the factory, namely Sewing Operations Ltd. (a pseudonym), became 
my case study. Sewing Operations Ltd., which is foreign-owned, 
opened its plant in Malta ten years ago. One of the considerations 
which attracted this German firm to invest in Malta was the low 
labour costs incurred in the late 1980s. The firm is engaged in 
the production of school bags , pencil-cases and school accessories. 
These products are all exported to Germany, from where they are 
distributed to all the regions in Germany, Benelux countries, Italy 
and Holland. Most of the competition faced by Sewing Operations 
Ltd. comes from East European countries which have lower labour 
costs and are closer to the markets of mainland Europe. At the 
beginning, the firm employed 50 workers. Presently the firm 
employs some 140 workers, including a small number of disabled 
persons. As is typical of the clothing and textile sector in Malta 
and elsewhere in the developing world, most of the workers are 
young females. Workers in this factory were organised in the 
Textiles, Garments and Leather Section of the General Workers' 
Union (GWU) The workers are covered by a collective agreement 
which is renewed every three years. 
Participant Observation 
During the collection of data by means of a sample survey among 
the workers, the opportunity was taken to make some participant 
observation of the shoopfloor. On their arrival at the factory at 
6:30 a.m. all employees have to register at the punch clock. Prior 
to the start of the workday, the girls were observed decorating the 
shopfloor for Christmas. At 6:55 a.m. the bell rings in order to 
insttuct the workers to find their place on the machines and benches 
to start piling up production. On the production lines, workers 
were seen to be diligent and fast. At break I used to socialise with 
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the workers and chat with them on matters regarding their job. 
One of the employees told me that is-Sur Joe, as they used to call 
the production manager, is a very nice gentleman. Other workers 
confirmed that the supervisors are not that harsh, but they also 
remarked that "wages here are poor" (il-pagi hawn brodu) and that 
there is little overtime. At the canteen the picture of Our Lady of 
Sorrows, pictures of the workers themselves on the machines, and 
pictures displaying envoronmental messages are noticed. Each 
day, one also finds the GWU's daily newspaper, l-Orizzont, in the 
canteen. One of the days I visited the factory was the first Friday 
of the month, and therefore, according to the custom, a mass was 
held on the shopfloor during one of the mid-day breaks. It was 
observed that the number of workers who attended the mass was a 
bare minimum of about thirty workers. Most of these workers 
belonged to the group of disabled persons. 
Main Survey Findings 
When the non-union members were asked why they are not 
members of a trade union, some of them came up with interesting 
answers which bear witness to their critical outlook towards trade 
unionism and industrial relations in general. Thus, some workers 
claimed to have been members of the union in the past, but have 
declined their membership on account of what was perceived as 
the union's behaviour of not really supporting the workers. These 
workers feel that they could face the management individually. 
These opinions are articulated in the following way: "I did not 
remain in the union because I found that it is better to speak up 
for my rights by myself' (Ma bqajtx fil-tmion gEax sibt li aEjar 
nitkellem jien gEad-drittijiet tiegEi), "I was a member of the union 
for ten years, but I left because I felt no need for a shop steward 
since I can face the management by myself. I do not see the shop 
steward defending us (because she defends those of the clique) 
Uien kont membm gEal gEaxar snin u tlaqt gEax ma Eassejtx il-bzonn 
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ta' shop steward gl3ax kapaci ni//acja jiena stess lill-management. 1s-
shop steward ma narahiex taqbez gl3alina (gl3ax taqbez gl3al tal-klikka), 
and "When it suits her it [the union) defends you and when it 
does not suits her it does not defend you. It must be you in 
everything" (Fejn jaqbel taqbez gl3alik tt /ejn ma jaqbi/x ma taqbizx 
gl3alik. 1 nt trid tkltn f kollox). Other respondents claimed that the 
union does not support the workers. Typical attitudes expressing 
this view were the following: "It does not support workers" (Ma 
tappogjax lill-l3addie1ll), "When I needed the GWU, in which I was 
a member, my situation did not improve. It sides with the 
manager" (Meta kelli bzonnha l-GWU li kont fiha bqajt /ejn kont tt 
zzomm mal-Maniger), and "because the union does what it suits her 
and the management" (Gl3ax I-union tag1317lel li jaqbel gl3aliha It 
gl3aI17lanagement), and "I was a member and I did not find much 
help" (Gl3ax kont 17le17lbrtt It ina tantx sibt gl3ajnttna). Another worker 
argued that she is not affiliated to the union because the union 
ignores small firms: "because the union only give attention to large 
firms which are mentioned on the news such as the Airport, 
Drydocks or Freeport. I do not see the union paying attention to 
small firms" (Gl3ax l-ttnion nara tagl3ti kas biss xi ditti Jew xogl3lijiet 
kbar li jissemmew /1-al3barijiet, bEall-Airport, Drydocks, Freeport. Ditti 
zgl3ar nara ma tatix kasho17l). 
It must be noted that most of the workers who expressed the 
above views are females. This runs counter to the common 
perception that women have a lower understanding of or interest 
in matters relating to industrial relations. Another feature which 
emerges from the above views is that it is the wisdom of experience 
which makes workers adopt a critical outlook towards the union 
and industrial relations. 
By means of an an open-ended question, the survey sought to 
establish whether the workers look at the the union's role as one 
which is purely concerned with bread and burter issues or else one 
which obliges the union to participate in the management of the 
firm. In analysing the responses it transpired that most of the 
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answers given are not clear. It may be the case that the workers 
did not understand the question. However, one could cautiously 
say that around one-third of the respondents clearly expressed 
themselves in favour of the union's participation in management. 
Some of the responses indicating this position are the following: 
"I think that the union should participate in management and 
anything according to the workers' rights" Uien nahseb li I-union 
ghandha tiehlt sehem fil-management u f kollox skond id-drittijiet tal-
haddiema), "Looking after workers' wages and participating in 
management" (T aghti kas il-pagi tal-haddiem u sehem /il-management), 
"The union should interest itself in everything" (L-union ghandha 
tinteressa ruhha fkollox), and, "I think that we have the need to 
voice our opinion in management for all problems to be solved. 
And not raise wages only" Uien nahseb illi hemm bionn li jkollna 
lehen fil-management biex tissolva kull problema. Mhux joghlew il-pagi 
biss). A smaller number of workers clearly claimed that the union 
should bother to improve wages and employment conditions. 
Typical responses articulating this attitude were the following: 
"The union is there for wages only. As regards the rest it is the 
manager who calls the tune" (L-ltnion ghalhekk biss qieghda {pagi}. 
Il-kumplament li jghid il-manager isir), and, "It is better to improve 
wages" (Ahjar jghollu l-pagi). In giving voice to his opinion on 
this matter, one worker could not have expressed the instrumental 
orientation to work in a better way: "I couldn't be bothered: just 
let me have my cheque." (Ihawwdu bejniethom, l-aqwa li niehu t-
tekk). 
When it came to identify the first quality that they look in a 
job, most workers considered "good pay" (36.2%) as the most 
important. The second preferred value sought by workers was 
that of "pleasant people to work with" (19.0%). A small number 
of workers would go for Ha job that is respected by people" (8.6%) 
and "a job that meets one's ability" (8.6%). It seems that job 
security does not concern (female) factory workers much because 
only a small number of workers (5.2%) referred to "good job 
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security" as the first quality they would seek in a job. By means of 
a cross tabulation it was revealed that handworkers and cutters tend 
to give more importance to "good pay" than the machine operators. 
The latter still give priority to "good pay" bur they are almost 
equally concerned with the pleasantness of their workmates. 
The survey also probed into the feelings of exploitation that might 
be felt by the workers on the shopfloor. One in five workers felt 
that they are "often" exploited (20.7%). A greater rate of 
respondents felt that they are "sometimes" exploited (29.3%). Only 
one-fourth of the workers felt that they are "never" exploited 
(24.1 %). It must also be noted that more than one in four 
respondents claimed that they "don't know" whether they feel 
exploited or not (22.4%). 
Most workers work either to "cope with family needs and to be 
independent" (37.9%) or "to get married" (34.5%). Very few 
respondents go to work to socialise (8.6%). Even less go to work 
in order to practise the traditional virtues of gEaqal and bZltlija. A 
crosstabulation indicated that the workers who are married are 
more likely to work for family needs than the workers who are 
single. On the other hand, workers who are single are more likely 
to work in order to get married and purchase their own house. 
The survey inquired into what annoys the workers in the factory. 
In this regard, an open-ended question was administered in order 
to let the respondents express their thoughts freely and in their 
own language. Quite a good number of workers referred to the 
deep animosities between the girls themselves. Accordingly, some 
workers articulated these feelings in a typical Maltese way. Such 
expressions were the following: "hypocrisy" (fattoliimtt) , "envy" 
(gEira), "hatred" (mibgEeda), "quarrels" (glied), "disloyalty" 
(gakbinita'), "incitement" (tixwix), and "gossip" (zekzik). Another 
significant number of workers claimed that they are annoyed by 
the shouting and noise in the factory. As far as shouting is 
concerned, it is revealing to read the comment by one of the 
workers: "They shout with you to be faster, it seems to be worse 
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than jail" U gl3ajtlt miegl3ek biex tgl3aggel, agl3ar mill-l3abs qiesek}. Still, 
other workers mentioned the "preferences" (preJerenzi) that occur 
in the factory. 
One worker mentioned the annoying heat in the factory. Other 
workers referred to flexibility, long hours, low wages, high 
production quotas and low production bonus. One worker 
expressed this opinion in the following way: "The production is 
too high and there are instances when you can't cope with it." (Il-
production hija gl30lja It gieli jiglt JllJtmenti li ma tlahhaqx magMa). 
The feelings of alienation were manifested in the following 
manner by one worker: "What annoys me is that I do not have 
enough time to work and I'm fed up working on a machine." (li 
jdejjaqni hlt li m'gl3andix l3in bizzejjed gl3ax xogl3oltt li ddejjaqt juq il-
magna). 
Concluding Remarks 
The running thread in this investigation has been the textile factory 
workers' subjective feelings of alienation. The hypothesis suggested 
that workers have an instrumental orientation to work and that 
this particular orientation is dependent on the degree of alienation 
experienced by the workers. In order to examine my hypothesis it 
was first necessary to investigate: (1) whether the workers have an 
instrumental orientation to work or not; and, (2) whether the 
workers are subjectively alienated or not. 
When it comes to feelings of alienation, it seems that while workers 
may feel alienated in some aspects, from other points of view they 
do not feel alienated. Data which shows that: (1) only 22.4% of 
the workers are not given the chance to express their own ideas on 
the production process; (2) only 8.6% of the workers feel that for 
most of the time work is pretty dull and monotonous; (3) 58.6% 
of the workers take "a great deal" of pride in their work, (4) 94.8% 
of the workers perceive their work as important for the company; 
and (5) 51.7% of the workers can express their best abilities at 
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work, suggest that workers, on the whole, do not feel alienated as 
regards these facets of alienation. 
On the other hand, data which demonstrates that: (1) 62.1 % of 
the workers are not able to leave their work, say for half an hour, 
and then catch up on it later; (2) 55.2% of the workers do not 
know whether they are likely to be laid off during the next six 
months; (3) 46.6% of the workers would choose a different job if 
they were to go back to school leaving age; (4) 79.3% feel the 
exhaustion of work; (5) 81 % of the workers see the rhythm of 
work as "too fast"; and, (6) 63.8% of the workers could turn their 
mind to other things during work, suggest that workers, on the 
whole, feel these facets of alienation. 
In analysing the possible correlation between the variables which 
represent the orientation to work and those which measure the 
degree of alienation, it transpires that, on the whole, there is no 
straightforward and outright correlation between these variables. 
However, when one qualifies the data collected, it suggests that: 
(1) most of those who do not know whether they can be laid off in 
the following months; (2) most of those who reported that they 
cannot have an informal break during work; (3) workers who 
reported that their job is too simple to bring out their best abilities; 
and, (4) workers who would choose another kind of job if they 
could, all these categories of workers are more likely to be inclined 
towards adopting "good pay" as their No 1 priority at work than 
the other employees. 
All in all, workers are not just after their wage packet. They 
give weight to other work values as well. In the last analysis, the 
knowledge gained in the empirical research carried out in this 
case study confirms that workers who suffer from feelings of 
alienation are more likely to have an instrumental orientation to 
work. 
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